
Manchester Utd count cost regarding Covid disruption as EPL
carries on without fans
 

Manchester Combined explained its priority has been to allow fans to be able to return to its

Aged Trafford stadium safely following the impact of the coronavirus emergency pushed it to

be able to an total net reduction of 23. two , 000, 000 pounds ($30. three or more million). 

 

The pandemic offers enjoyed havoc with the sporting calendar, forcing the suspension

system of English Premier Addition fixtures for three months, along with fans still not able to

attend matches. 

 

Lost revenues due to the restrictions amounted to 75 million kilos in the year to the end of

June, often the club said, adding so it would recoup 30 thousand pounds in broadcast

income for 2019-20 features that had been played only in Come july 1st and August. 

 

The most current Covid-19 restrictions across The united kingdom probably further delay the

particular return of followers, depriving yourself of food golf clubs of earnings by matchday

ticket and wedding caterers revenue. 

 

Executive vice-chairman Impotence Woodward called for a consistent approach through the

government bodies on the admission of fans, noticing that people may possibly travel on

aircraft or perhaps stay in cinemas. 

 

“Crowds have been acceptable to return to varying degrees in over thirty Even more than

locations, albeit with considerable potential restrictions for you to allow for social removing,

and we urge great britain authorities to follow all these beneficial examples as quickly as it is

safe to do so, ” he / she said. 



 



 

Woodward in addition dismissed reports that the club was section of a new plot to form the

breakaway European Super League, saying the focus was about talks with

EUROPÄISCHER FUßBALLVERBAND in the future of often the Champions Little league. 

 

United http://gmtv365.com/ in the 12 months dropped 19 per dime in order to 509 million

kilos, typically the lowest since 2015. 

 

The particular club, controlled by means of typically the American Glazer family considering

that a highly-leveraged takeover within 2005, extended it is deal with shirt sponsor The 2012

chevrolet, which was due to expire around June 2021, by six many months since of

disruptions brought on by means of Covid-19. 
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